PRAXIS: Do Something that Matters to Others – Community Based Clinics and Research

It is vital to have a practical application of ideas. I have encouraged my students to get involved with two organizations. The first organization I found out about by accident several years ago when I met Andy Perkins, on an airplane flying out of Dallas. It is BESTWA (Building Everyone’s Success Together in West Africa), and Andy Perkins is the chairman of this organization. BESTWA is headquartered in Liberia, Africa, one of the poorest countries in the world. The link to their webpage is: http://bestwa.org/

BESTWA Liberia [email: info@bestwa.org]

The second organization was founded more recently. Two people I have known for decades and who I have co-authored with and travelled to the Third World with helped to found it and I am becoming more involved as are my students including generating data for dissertations and publications. They are Professor John Murphy of the Sociology Department at the University of Miami, Florida and Professor Jung Min Choi of the Sociology Department at the San Diego State University. The link to Las Mercedes Project is:

http://www.lasmercedesproject.org/

Having visited community based clinics first in rural Mexico back in 1978 and then in Belize and Guatemala in years since, I think these two efforts are to be supported. First they both emphasize community involvement. The Las Mercedes Project, which has built clinics in Ecuador, Columbia, and will be working in Grenada soon, does fundamental social science research in conjunction with surveys of local people to find out what they want and need. Books and articles based on data gathered are currently in press. Both are citizen-to-citizen efforts without government involvement. Both BESTWA and Las Mercedes include locals from the beginning of planning rather than importing a model. And both have locals on their boards of directors. The people working with Las Mercedes all have extensive backgrounds in US federal funding such as USAID. But because of this we understand from experience that often strings are attached. To secure such funding a proposal that meets certain US interests must first pass muster. BESTWA has used Red Cross funding and has been recognized as an award winning effort that gets the money to the people. Avoiding certain nation-state based funding is a conscious effort. It is our experience that typically First World academics take such funding, travel through “exotic” places, put a line on their vitae as “intellectual adventurers” but leave nothing of lasting value for the locals. Often they don’t even go into local peoples’ homes, schools, hospitals, prisons... to see how they really live. It can be a sort of academic tourism of poor people. They also rarely gather useful data.

Both of these projects are very different. The people involved are generating valuable data bases for future reference and seek to build lasting institutions based on equality and micro-economic models that once stood up are self-sustaining. Both emphasize community involvement. BESTWA offers a proselytizing dimension but it is not heavy handed. Rather it is made available but is purely optional for participants. Las Mercedes has no religious agenda. Both seek to avoid nationalism and other forms of ideology in favor of person-to-person mutual aid -- one human helping another in our global village.
As for research, it is essential that one combine such community efforts with systematic analysis of outcomes. Helping build things and researching their value can and should be brought together. More than one type of research is easily pursued. For instance, I am currently in correspondence with Joe Henrich. When I first read his work it dovetailed perfectly with my work in comparative civilizations. Over the years he has developed a network of researchers who are generating very interesting data demonstrating not only that people around the world really do think differently but how and with what consequence. This has enhanced my own work in not cognitive but affective dissonance and cultural variance. Several of my students are working in this style of research which calls into question the universality of axioms in many Anglo-American theories and the application of measurement instruments devised and tested for reliability and validity among, typically, American college students. Thus, getting involved in things like community based clinics goes hand-in-hand with developing a better understanding of human nature... praxis.